LISTECH – Position available

Combining surveying science with software engineering

- Ideal for a graduate or near graduate with key interests in surveying science and software engineering.
- Opportunity to continually expand your surveying knowledge, while you learn and develop skills in all aspects of software engineering, including:
  - Customer technical support
  - Technical and marketing documentation
  - Testing
  - Requirements analysis
  - Product specification
  - Programming
  - Training
- Melbourne city fringe location
- Worldwide customer base

Are you interested in growing your knowledge, skills and confidence working with surveying application software for our worldwide customer base?

We are a Melbourne based company developing and exporting land surveying software applications with customers in over 100 countries. We want people with passion to join us in the next exciting phase.

You will over a period of time gain experience in all aspects of the software engineering process, with opportunity to specialise.

You must have solid skills in written and verbal communication, practical surveying experience and detailed understanding of surveying theory and practice. But most of all you have a desire and passion to learn and achieve.

If this describes you, then e-mail manager@listech.com a one page letter about why you feel this position suits you and attach your CV.